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Introduction

Governments at all levels are increasingly engaging the challenges posed by global climate change. Conservation easements have provided income tax deductions to their grantors for decades in recognition of certain special benefits afforded by the conservation of land subject to the easement.1 As policy makers search for effective means to address climate change issues, conservation easements may well be recognized as an important tool. However, the current law of conservation easements does not recognize the full potential for carbon capture resulting from land conservation, in part because the tax code limits the types of land that may benefit from such easements. Current laws will need to be revised and expanded to better recognize the climate change benefits that could be achieved from placing land under conservation easements.

Conservation Easements

A conservation easement is a legal agreement, made between a landowner and an eligible organization, that serves to restrict the activities that may take place on the landowner’s property.2 The restrictions embodied in a conservation easement apply to all future owners of the burdened land and may be enforced by the easement holder or in some cases by the state attorney general.3 A conservation easement can cover all or part of the property, and can restrict the uses of various parts of the property differently.5 Conservation easements are individually negotiated and the restrictions that a conservation easement imposes on the landowner will thus vary from one conservation easement to another.5

Ownership of land has often been likened to a bundle of sticks, where each stick represents a particular right associated with the land.6 Landowners may elect to sell or donate individual “sticks,” such as the right to construct buildings, or the right to harvest timber, while preserving other rights associated with the land.7 A landowner who grants a conservation easement gives up only those rights that are spelled out in the conservation easement, retaining all others. The conservation easement has thus emerged as one of the most popular land conservation tools in the United States because it allows its holder, typically a land trust, to protect land without the necessity of owning and managing the property.

The current law of conservation easements does not recognize the full potential for carbon capture.

Tax Deductions for Donated Conservation Easements

While taxpayers are generally not permitted to take charitable deductions for contributions of less than the taxpayer’s full interest in property, the Internal Revenue Service makes an exception to this rule in the case of deductions for “qualified conservation contributions.”8 As a general rule, the available income tax deduction for a qualified conservation contribution is equal to the fair market value of the subject property before the conservation easement was put in place, minus the fair market value of the property after it has been encumbered by the conservation easement.9 This formula is intended to compensate the grantor of a conservation easement for the lost development potential that results from the conservation easement’s imposition of development restrictions.10

Another potential tax benefit of a validly created conservation easement is that the easement may serve to lower the assessed value of the property on which it is placed. Put simply, property taxes are based on two things: the assessed value of the parcel, and the local tax rate.11 In many taxing jurisdictions, the assessed value of a parcel is determined based on the property’s highest and best use, which often assumes the maximum level of development allowable under applicable zoning regulations.12 Many states allow for—or even expressly mandate—the reassessment of land upon which a conservation easement is created, requiring the assessor to take into account the conservation easement’s development restrictions in determining the property’s value.

Common Law Impediments to the Enforceability of Conservation Easements

In today’s practice, conservation easements are exclusively creatures of statute.13 This is because under the common law, the perpetual enforceability of conservation easements is doubtful.14
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In order to be enforceable under the common law, the property interest created by a conservation easement must be classifiable as one of three types of servitudes: (1) an easement, (2) a real covenant, or (3) an equitable servitude. For all three classes of servitudes, troublesome common law doctrines serve as obstacles to perpetual enforceability. Despite its nomenclature, a conservation easement is not enforceable under the common law as an easement because it does not fall within one of the four recognized types of negative easements, which are defined as easements granting the right to restrict the types of activities that can be performed on a parcel of land. Conservation easements are not enforceable in perpetuity as equitable servitudes because they run afoul of what is known as the “touch and concern” doctrine. Courts also have generally held that a real covenant held “in gross”—one which benefits a specific individual rather than a specific parcel of land—cannot be binding on successive landowners due to its failure to satisfy the “touch and concern” test.

In light of the aforementioned impediments to the enforceability of conservation easements—and recognizing the fact that, from a land preservation standpoint, the permanence of a conservation easement is its most critical aspect—states began to enact conservation easement legislation in the 1980s.

**Statutory Conservation Easements**

In the early 1980s, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws proposed model state legislation intended to strengthen the reliability of conservation easements as a land preservation tool by exempting them from the common law doctrines that would otherwise impede their enforcement. This model legislation, titled the Uniform Conservation Easement Act (“UCEA”), has since been adopted in twenty states, while most others have enacted functionally equivalent legislation modeled after the UCEA. Conservation easements that satisfy the requirements of the local state conservation easement statute are often referred to as statutory conservation easements. Statutory conservation easements are sheltered from the impediments to enforceability that would otherwise plague them under the common law. The UCEA and the various state conservation easement statutes place conservation easements beyond the reach of the “touch and concern” doctrine by providing that a conservation easement is valid even though its benefit does not touch and concern real property. The other primary obstacle to enforcement of conservation easements under the common law—that a negative easement may serve only a limited number of recognized purposes—is also expressly eliminated by statute.

Statutory conservation easements must be granted in favor of a non-profit land trust or a governmental agency. Private foundations or other for-profit entities are ineligible grantees of conservation easements. State conservation easement statutes typically also impose a conservation purpose requirement that in many instances mirrors that of the Internal Revenue Code (“IRC”). A conservation easement that is granted to an eligible donee and satisfies the requirements of both the applicable state conservation easement statute and the IRC will yield an income tax deduction for its grantor and will be enforceable in perpetuity.

**“Conservation Purposes” and Carbon Sinks**

Not every parcel of land is eligible for preservation by way of a conservation easement. The IRC and the various state conservation easement statutes provide that the property to be protected by a conservation easement must possess significant conservation or historic preservation values. Determining whether a particular parcel of land exhibits such conservation values is an inexact science.

The tax code recognizes only four legitimate conservation purposes: (1) preservation of land areas for outdoor recreation by, or the education of, the general public; (2) protection of a significant wildlife habitat or plant community; (3) preservation of open space (including farmland and forestland) for the scenic enjoyment of the general public or pursuant to government policy; and (4) preservation of a historically important land area or a certified historic structure. As a general rule, a conservation easement that satisfies one of the conservation purposes recognized by the tax code will also be deemed to satisfy the conservation purpose requirement of the applicable state conservation easement statute. A conservation easement cannot yield tax benefits to its grantor, nor will it likely be perpetually enforceable under state law, if it does not fit into one of the four recognized conservation purposes.

In the case of undeveloped land that a landowner does not intend to open to the general public, a conservation easement will most likely be appropriate if the land is home to an “ecologically significant” habitat of flora or fauna or if there is sufficient public road frontage for the easement area to provide a scenic view to passersby. IRS regulations and recent jurisprudence have shown both of these conservation purposes to be unduly difficult to satisfy. Land to be protected by a conservation easement will not be deemed ecologically significant if it does not contain endangered or threatened species or adjoin a designated conservation area such as a state or national park. Meanwhile, the open space conservation purpose is notorious for its ambiguity. One thing IRS regulations have made clear, however, is that the preservation of “ordinary” tracts of land would not be deemed to yield the significant public benefit requisite for purposes of satisfying the conservation purpose test.

The current law of conservation easements does not recognize the potential for carbon capture resulting from land conservation. Otherwise “ordinary” tracts of land can produce...
a significant social benefit by acting as carbon sinks, as growing vegetation absorbs carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. Young forests comprised of still-growing trees are especially effective at absorbing carbon dioxide, but even the conservation of mature forests can result in emissions reductions by preserving existing carbon stocks where development—which releases carbon—might otherwise occur.

**Conclusion**

The defining characteristic of a conservation easement is the yielding of a public or social benefit from preserving land in its natural state. But present laws do not recognize carbon capture as a legitimate social benefit. If the law could develop so that carbon attributes are recognized as valid conservation purposes, the conservation easement could become a meaningful component of the overall climate change solution.
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